
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - ENGLISH LITERATURE - YEAR 13
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group: 13 Autumn Term
(Teacher 1)

Autumn Term
(Teacher 2)

Spring Term
(Teacher 1)

Spring Term
(Teacher 2)

Summer Term
(Teacher 1)

Summer Term
(Teacher 2)

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

Completion of Christina
Rossetti and beginning of

comparative text
(Ibsen/Webster)

Consolidating knowledge of
poetry terminology from GCSE
and introduction of further
terminology and forms
relevant to A Level study and
Rossetti’s poetry.

Understanding of the range of
historical, literary and personal
contexts that informed the
writing of the poetry.

Close, line by line analysis of
the set poems.

Analysis of drama and the
conventions of drama.
Comparison of key themes,
ideas and the effects of
contexts and reception.

Coursework Task 2: Comparative Essay

Candidates submit an essay considering two
texts exploring contrasts and comparisons
between them, informed by different
interpretations and an understanding of
contexts.

Different interpretations:

● reference to recognised critics
different theatrical interpretations of
drama where candidates discuss
different directors’ presentations or
different actors’ portrayals

● exploring a text in relation to, for
example, Aristotelian or other
concepts of tragedy

● developing a theoretical approach to
the study of their texts (feminism or
Marxism, for example)

● different interpretations of texts
produced through rewriting or
television/film adaptations.

This task must be based on two literary texts.

Developing comparison of
Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House/

Webster’s Duchess of Malfi
with Rossetti

Developing comparisons of
key themes, ideas and the
effects of contexts and
reception.

Hamlet - Revision

Theory of tragedy, including
Aristotle’s poetics and how
they were adapted by
Shakespeare.

Key terms of tragedy (eg.
hamartia, peripeteia,
anagnorisis etc).

Wide range of critical reading
to meet the demands of the
examination (AO5).

Thorough, close reading of the
text with specific attention to
extract analysis (key exam
skill).

Dystopian Fiction Revision –
George Orwell’s 1984, Margaret

Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and
unseen dystopian prose extracts

Understanding as to how the
novels explore contemporary
concerns (eg. religious
fundamentalism, women’s right to
choose, conservatism of domestic
sphere).

Wider reading of Orwell and
Atwood’s various articles and
interviews on the novels and their
modern 21st Century relevance.

Close, thorough rereading of each
text and how they can be
compared (in preparation for
exam).

Analysis of a range of unseen
dystopian prose – reading for
meaning and interpretation.

Exam skills and essay writing

Revision of texts - Hamlet,
Webster/Ibsen, Rossetti.

Forms of academic essay, how to
write literary criticism,
analytical layers of meaning.

Exam skills and essay writing

Revision of texts - The
Handmaid’s Tale, 1984,
unseen dystopian extracts.

Forms of academic essay, how
to write literary criticism,
analytical layers of meaning.

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

Watching performances of the
chosen drama text.

Opportunity to visit the
National Gallery (or similar) to
view Pre-Raphaelite art.

Watching interpretations of chosen texts (e.g.
drama, film, stage production).

Visiting research libraries for critical material.

Opportunities to see
performances (live or filmed)
of the play.

Wider reading e.g. Nutshell by
Ian McEwan or The Black
Prince by Iris Murdoch.

Attending any related exhibitions
e.g. at British Library or similar.

Watching modern dystopian series
e.g. BBC’s Years and Years.

Effective revision techniques
and skills.

Effective revision techniques
and skills.

Opportunities to develop
the whole student
(Ricky R’s)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Research tasks (being
resourceful).

Comparison of two texts from
different time periods (Being
reflective).

Research tasks (being resourceful).

Choosing and studying a coursework text
independently (being resilient and taking
responsibility).

Research tasks (being
resourceful).

Revising and improving exam
skills (resilience).

Research tasks (being resourceful). Research tasks on the wider
implications of dystopian ideas
(being resourceful).

Developing and arguing own
interpretations (being
reflective).

Research tasks (being
resourceful).

Responding to teacher
feedback (Being reflective and
developing relationships).


